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* Susmary

Stress analysis orocedures are presented for fibre-reinforced metallic
rocket motor cases using finite-element and photoelastic techniques. "
These techniques enable analyses of the initial winding process, inertia I.
and pressurisation due to firing to be performed. Certain siuplificationa .,

and asesuptions are introduced to resolve the complicating effects of the " /
fibre overwind and the in-flight loadings. A comparison between the two
methods for a typical motor is considered.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The selection of materials with high specific strengths, 1. the ratio of
ultimate tensile strength to specific gravity, is an important feature
in the design of rocket motor cases. Mlraging steel for example, with an
ultimate tensile strength of 2200MPa and a specific gravity of 8, is one
of the highest specific strength materials suitable for 'single' material
designs. Attempts to use the even higher strength steels have, however,
generated serious quality assurance problems associated, for instance,
with their reduced ductility and some motors have failed in a brittle
manner.

Alternatively, with the choice of suitable constituent materials, composite
rocket motor cases can be manufactured with specific strengths exceeding
that of any homogeneous design. A lightweight, load-bearing, aluinium
tube, circumferentially reinforced with a high-strength polyamide fibre,
is a particular example. Furthermore, If the fibre overwind is applied
under tension, the case is put Into compression. This defers the onset
of tensile stresses and thereby effectively increases the firing pressure
of the motor. In spite of these advantages prestrainia has potential
drawbacks. For example, experimental tests have shown that the strength
and modulus of the fibre are reduced with prolonged periods of loading.
Nevertheless, provided that adequate allowances are made for such
degradations at the design stage, the considerable increase in the
effective strength usually outweighs these drawbacks.

In the past the stress analysis of fibre-reinforced metallic rocket motor
cases has been performed empirically (Ref 1), but during recent years
the authors have been involved in the development of theoretical stressing
procedures (Refs 2-6). This work has involved analyses of the initial
winding process for both constant and variable winding strains, temperature
excursions about the ambient winding temperature and the response of the
motor when subjected to its firing pressure.

For the thin-walled cylindrical portion of the motor analytical stress
solutions have been developed, whereas for the thicker and geometrically
more complex regions of the motor finite-element procedures have been
applied. Photoelastic stress analysis procedures have also been developed
for fibre-reinforced rocket motor cases (Refs 7-8) so that the three,.,
dimensional effects of the geometry, which cannot be readily analysed,"
using the theoretical procedures, can be studied. In this report the'.'
theoretical and photolastic techniques which have been used to analyse
fibre-reinforced mtallic rocket motor cases are reviewed and their
respective stress solutions compared for a typical motor.

2 11N-ALLED SECTION ANALYSIS

2.1 Overvinding Analysis

When n layers of fibre overwind are wound circmaferentially at an initial
winding strain c. on a metal case of radius I the case contracts radially
owing to the external pressure of the overwind and is thereby put in
compression. In the absence of an internal pressure the axial stress is

3
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zero and, assuming that the radial contraction of the motor due to the

application of each fibre layer is uniform through the overwound section,
it has been shown (Ref 5) that the elastic pre-stress in the itth fibre

layer and the case, oaf(i,n) and ogc
(n ) respectively, are given by

Oef(,n) - EfCv[l-AFi(A,n) ] , i - 1,2,...,n (1)

s ac(n) = -EccvAFi(An) .
(2)

where

n
Fi(A,n) - 1

j-i l4Aj
(3)

with the stiffness parameter A denoting

A - Eftf
Ectc (4)

In these equations the quantities Ef and Ec are the Young's modulus values
for the fibres and case respectively, tf is the effective thickness of a
single fibre layer and tc is the wall thickness of the metallic case.

For ease of computation it is convenient to approximate the summation
term (ie Fj(A,n)) appearing in Equations 1 and 2 by an analytical
expression. Using the Euler-Maclaurin formula (Ref 9) and neglecting all
first-order terms and above, Equation 3 modifies to:

F I (An) .[ l+An] + T + (AiA" 14A Y"I+ " n T FV-1- (5)

.Dtailed computations have shown that for typical A values (ie A 1) the
errors associated with this approximation are very small (of the order
0: .032).

Once the stresses in the fibres and the case have been derived, the
corresponding elastic strains follow from the uniaxial Rookean stress-
strain relationship.

2.2 Pressurieation Analysis

When the rocket motor case is subjected to its firing pressure it is a
requirement that the motor must withstand all in-flight loads without
failure or excessive deformation. Although these in-flight loads may
contain components due to inertia and aero-heat, the dominant load will
always be the firing pressure.
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In the overwinding analysis the axial stress was zero. Rowever, when theI' motor is subjected to its firing pressure the axial stress will, in
general, be non-zero and is Riven by

(1 2 -Re 2 )

°scP P 2Rt c (6)

where It is the effective internal radius (Ref 3) of the throat insert,
taking into account the non-uniform pressure distribution acting over the
nozzle region. When an allowance for inertia effects is included, Re w ill
contain an additional component due to the axially varying inertia force.

The circumferential stresses in the fibres and the case are also modified
when the motor is subjected to its firing pressure. It can be shown from
a previous analysis (Ref 3) that the modified elastic circmferential

stresses in the i'th fibre layer and the case, oefp(in) and Oecp(n)

respectively, are given by

00e (i,n) - Efewrl-AFi(A,n)1

u2

tf(14fA) 2 n
(7)

09cp(n) = ccwi(A,n)

+ c -:ROT-]

where vc denotes the Poisson's ratio of 'the metallic case and p Is the
firing pressure.

As previously, once the stresses have been obtained, the elastic s'rains
follow from the Hookean stress-strain relations.

3 7ICWK--ALLED SECTION ANALYSIS

In the preceding section simple analytical stress solutions were presented
for the thin-miled sections of the motor. Por the thick-walled and
Seometrically complex regions of the case a more sophisticated stress
analysis approach is required.

For cemplex ges-tries the required stress analysis can be performed
either theoretically or experimentally. for a theoretical analysis finite-

5
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element techniques have to be adopted, whereas for an experimental study,
strain gauging or photoelastic procedures can be applied. lbr experimental
studies the photoelastic technique is usually preferred since it provides
stress information at both the surface and interior points of the structure.
It also has the advantage of providing detailed information of the stress
variations in the region, of high stress concentrations taking into
account full three-dimensional effects of the geometry.

The finite-element and photolastic techniques are well documented (Refs
10 and 11) and are both capable of providing accurate stress predictions.
However, the manner in which these techniques are applied to the overwound
rocket motor case is not entirely straightforward due to the complicating
effects of the fibre overwind and the in-flight loadings. Both methods
of analysis are now discussed.

3.1 Finite-Eleament Analysis

For a rigorous stress analysis of the fibre-reinforced metallic rocket
motor case it is necessary to employ specialised finite-element programs
which provide facilities for accurately modelling the reinforcing properties
of the fibre overwind and the pre-stress produced during winding. Although
such programs are under 4evelopment, they are not, as yet, available for
use and it has been necessary to develop an alternative, albeit approximate,
solution procedure using existing finite-element programs.

In the theory of finite-element stress analysis there exists a technique
known as sub-structuring which enables the analysis of complex structures
to be simplified. This technique involves the replacement of part of a
structure by a set of equivalent forces, or displacements, applied to the
interface boundary of the retained portion (Ref 10). For the overwound
motor it follows therefore that the overwind can be removed and structurally
represented by an external pressure equal in magnitude to the interface
pressure between the first fibre layer and the metal case acting over the
region previously occupied by the fibre overwind. The remaining structure,
a homogeneous isotropic metal case, can then be analysed by any conventional
axisymetric finite-element program.

At this stage it would seem logical to evaluate the fibre/caese inteffice
pressure. ph, by first calculating the circumferential stress Iee n
from Equation 8 and then using the this-walled cylinder equatione-g give

3 (9)

However, is situatiems shere the interface pressue pb and the applied
internal presoure p a ealseet equal, it ba bees foud from am error
analysis for the citmmfrontial stress (see ram A) that as ph approaches
p a small error in the determinatien of pb will lead to a large error in
the eirmfe retil stress ealeulties. Although the abeve equation
yields interfae pressure within a few per st of that predicted by
the mct Lame emtions (%ef 14), serisus errors more observed is the
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4 finite-element stress solutions (in excess of tventy-five per cent) when
this estimate of pb was used. To ensure that accurate results are

generated it is vital that the more precise relationship based on the

Lame equations (see Annex A)

[ 2R
2  vc (R

2 -R
2

]

Ec(RbRt ) - Ec(RbRR- )

Vb  _ _ _ _ _-R + EcewAFI(An)tcR 2+R 2 + R 2Rh R
j77Rb--i Ef( o -Rbj

z )

(10)

is used in the finite-element analysis, where Rj and Rb denote respectively

the internal and interfe-e radii of the metallic case and Ro il the external
radius of the overwound motor, is Rb + ntf.

In this approximate analysis the overvound section of the motor is divided

into a series of cylinders, the lengths of which are selected to take

into account the non-uniform axial stress variation due to inertia and

possible variations in the total thickness of the fibre overwind and the

case. For each cylinder the quantity Re appearing in Equation 10 is

calculated from Equation 6 in terms of the axial stress. This axial

stress consists of two components, one which is proportional to the

constant axially resolved integrated force due to the non-uniform internal

pressure acting over the nozzle region, and one due to inertia, which is

axially non-uniform. It should be noted that in the vicinity of the ends

of the overwound section of the case the cylinder aproximation is not

strictly valid, but experimental results indicate that this method of

analysis provides a reasonable working model for this theoretical study

(see Section 4).

Since Re is derived from the axial stress distribution it follows that

the fibre/case interface pressure (see Eqn 10) is a function of the stress

state being calculated. The solution process is therefore iterative,

requiring an initial approximation for Re, and hence the interface

pressure, for each cylinder, followed by a succession of finite-element

stress analyses with Re and the interface pressure being updated between
each iteration.

An initial approximation for R e for each cylinder can be obtained by

performing a finite-elew'nt stress analysis of the motor with all In-

flight loads present, but with the overwind omitted. The derived axial

stress solution is then used together with Equation 6 to obtain the

required Re values with the corresponding interfacial pressures Pb
following from Equation 10.

Once the initial interface pressure has been calculated the Isotropic
finite-element analysis can be performed using, in this case, all in-

flight loads together with the calculated interface pressures applied

externally to the regions previously reinforced by the fibre overwind.

An improved estimate for the axial stress is then obtained and from this

a modified value for Re for each cylinder is datermined from Equation 6.

7
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The updated interface pressures then follow from Equation 10. The whole
process is repeated until the difference between successive stress
solutions is less than a few per cent. Computations have shown that
convergence is obtained within four or five iterations. This procedure
is shown schematically in Figure 1.

3.2 Photoelastic Analysis

Nozzle stresses were determined experimentally using the three-dimensional
'frozen-stress' photoelastic technique (Refs 12 and 13). The models
(twice full size) were machined from cast blanks of Araldite CT200 and a
separate model was used for each form of loading (see below). The results
were then combined by sinple superposition to obtain the final stress

state. rach stress-frozen model was sliced in both the merldional and
circumferential planes and fringe readings were taken in a standard
diffuse-light polariscope at the inner and outer edges of each slice.
Standard techniques were used for material calibration and the motor
stresses were obtained by proportional scaling as outlined below.

The approach for each of the four forts of loading studied is dicussed
below.

3.2.1 Inertial Loading

Stresses due to the inertia loadings resulting from a) the rocket motor's
own mass and b) the fins were studied separately. The former were obtained
from a model subjected to a simple dead weight axial loading (see Fig 2).
The inertia load at any transverse plane in the motor is equal to the
product of the mass of that part of the motor between the plane and the
outlet, and its acceleration. In order to obtain the inertia stress at
any particular transverse section of the motor, the model stresses were
increased by a factor of four (to allow for model scale) and then by the

ratio of the calculated inertia load at the section to the load applied
to the model.

Stresses due to the fin-loading were obtained from a model subjected to
dead weight loads applied to metal strips fitted into each of the four
fin slots nearest the nozzle outlet. Motor stresses were obtained by
proportionate scaling.

3.2.2 Pressure Loading

The non-uniform internal pressure in the motor was simulated in the model

by a hydrostatic pressure loading using a combination of glycerine and
wood's wmtal (a lw-seltinr-point alloy which is liquid at the stress-
freasing temperature). The levels of the two 'liquids' inside and outside
the model (see Vig 3) were such that a two-slope linearly varying pressure
was obtained in the nozzle region of the motor and a constant pressure
was obtained in the cylindrical portion. The relative densicies of the
liquids were such that, in relative terms, this pressure distribution was
closely sallar to that in the motor (Fig 4). Nbtor stresses were obtained
from wodel stresses by siuple scaling.
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3.2.3 Overwinding

The pre-stress resulting from the overvinding process was simulated by
shrink-fitting a series of Araldite rings on the parallel cylindrical
section of the model. The rlng/cylinder Interference was chosen so as to
give acceptable fringe orders in the stress-frozen model; the rings were
heated to 135C to allow them to be fitted on to the cylinder. An

expression is available (Ref 3) for the mean circumferential stress
produced in the cylinder in term of the relevant motor variables. In
obtaining the motor stresses from the model results, the model stresses
were scaled by the ratio of the calculated mean circumferential stress in
the aotor to the observed mean circumferential stress in the cylindrical
portion of the model.

S 04COPARISON OF FINITE ELEMENT AND PROTOYLASTIC STRESS RESULTS

Finite-element and photoelastic results have been compared for a typical
motor case using representative material property data and in-flight
loads (see Tab 1). A typical non-uniform pressure distribution acting on
the inner surface of the motor and nozzle is shown by the solid line in
Figure 4.

Because of the complexities associated with the motor geometry and in-
flight loadings, certain simplifying assumptions were introduced into the
finite-element analysis. The fin slots and location holes, which could
not be modelled by the axisymmetric finite-element program, were omitted
and replaced by solid sections in the finite-element mesh. Furthermore,
to model the influence of the fins an element of representative mass was
positioned adjacent to the fins' rear location point. The final finite-
element mesh employed (see Fig 5) represented a compromise between solution
accuracy and computer storage. Saint Venant's principle was invoked and
the parallel section of the motor was truncated one diameter in length
from the end of the overwound portion of the motor. A comparison between
the finite-element and thin-walled cylinder solutions showed that the
influence of the nozzle did not extend beyond that point.

The results of the finite-element and photoelastic stress analyses are
presented in Figures 6 to 11. Selected plots of the circumferential and
mrtidional stress distributions at the inner and outer surfaces of the
motor for the same cross section are illustrated. A plot of the deformed
shape obtained from the flnite-eleent analysis is also presented In
Figure 12.

In FiguTres 6 and 7 the circumferential and eridional stresses are plotted
respectively for the overwinding and inertia loading conditions. These
two quantities represent the dominant stresses Which are produced for these
two load cases. In Figure 6, where the circmferential stress distributions

* obtained from both analyses are plotted for the inner surface, the stress
predictions are, in general, in good agreement. However, differences are
observed for the region at the end af the overwound section which Is
close to the nozzle inlet. In the finite-element analysis the thin-walled
cylinder equations were used to obtain the interface pressure vb for this
region and consequently 'end effect' errors may have been introduced.

9
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This method of evaluating Pb is an intrinsic feature of the approximate
finite-element procedure and the introduction of these errors is unavoidable.

In Figure 7, where merii'onal stress distributions at the inner surface
of the rocket motor case are plotted for the inertia loading condition,
it can be seen that the finite-element stress predictions are again in
reasonable agreement with the photoelastic results. However, unexpected
differences occurred in the thin-walled parallel section of the motor,
and since the finite-element and analytical solutions are in close
agreement this difference has probably been introduced through a deficiency
in the inertia modelling used in the photoelastic analysis.

In the remaining figures (Figs R-11) both the merldional and circumferential
stress distributions are plotted for both the inner and outer surfaces
for the combined loading case, is overwinding, inertia and pressurisation.
Since the pressurisation analysis is included in the combined loading
analysis a separate assessment of that loading case has not been presented.
Again, there is good agreement between the finite-element and photoelastic.
results. However, the following points are worth noting:

a. In Figures 8 and 9, where the circumferential stress
distributions are plotted for the inner and outer surfaces
respectively, differences in the peak stresses are observed.

These differences are attributable to the coarseness of the finite-
element mesh employed adjacent to sudden changes in motor geometry
and the three-dimensional effects of the fin slots and location
holes included in the photoelastic analysis.

b. For combined loading conditions there is also good
agreement between th- two stressing techniques for the prediction
of the meridional! stress distribution at the inner (see Fig 10)
and outer (see Fig 11) surfaces. The differences which were
present in the inertia analysis have been carried through into
the combined loading analysis. he photoelastic predictions for
the thin-walled section consequently differ slightly from that
given by the finite-element solution.

c. Although the interface pressure between the first fibre
layer and the case can be evaluated theoretically, it is nevertheless
an empirically unknown quantity. Consequently photoelastic stress
solutions could not be obtained for the outer surface of the
overwound portion of the motor.

5 GUNCLUSIOWS

Stress analysis procedures using the finite-element and photoelastic
techniques for analysing fibre-reinforced metallic rocket motor cases
have been presented. These techniques enabled analyses of the overwinding
process, inertia and pressurisation due to firing to be performed.
Certain simpitfications and assumptions had to be introduced into both
methods. When the two procedures were applied to the stress analysis of
a typical overuound rocket motor case reasonable agreement wea achieved
for all load cases studied.

10
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TABLE 1 Motor Case Material Properties and In-Flight Loids Data

Young's modulus libre 93CPa
Case 73.2CPa

Poisson's ratio of case 0.3

Yield stress of case : 7OHPa

Density of case 2700kg/m

Thicknesses fibre 0.11mm
Case 1.95mm

Radii Interface 46.9mm
Effective 34.6mm

Applied winding strain 0.33%

Number of layers 20
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ANNEX A

INTERFACE PRESSURE CALCULATION

The interface pressure (Pb) between the first fibre layer and the case
consists of two components, one due to winding (pbw) and one due to the
application of the internal pressure (Pbp)-

The winding-induced component pbw can be readily obtained from the pre-
stress produced during winding vec(n) through the thin-walled cylinder
equations in the form

"-ec (n) tc
= I R (Al)

which, when using Fquation 2 to eliminate a
0
c(n), modifies to:

b "EccwAFl(A'n)tc

P - R (A2)

In principle it would also seem admissible to use the thin-walled cylinder
approximations to calculate the pressure-induced interface pressure
component Pbp to give

_ oecp(n)tc
Pp = P - P - R (A3)

and hence

Pb - Pbw + Pbp (A4)

However, the thin-walled cylinder equations are approximations of the
exact solution, as given by Lame (Ref 14). Although the error in Pbp
is consistent with these approximations, typically less than a few per
cent, it has been found that under certain conditions considerable errors
in the circumferential stress calculations can occur when this estimated
value for pbp is used. If an error analysis is performed for the circum-
ferential stress a0 to assess the effects of small errors in
Pbp on ae (see Annex B) the following relationship can be derived

Aoe - APbp
a0  Pbp-P4T+ c

R (A5)

where Aoe and APbo are the respective errors in a and Pbp" For a thin-
walled cylinder circumferentially reinforced with a fibre overwind the

Al
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interface pressure Pbp can approach the internal pressure p, resulting

in the equation

Aae . APbp
GO tcPbp (A6)

From the above equation it is evident that when p and PbD are approximately
equal the relative error In oe is proportional to the relative error in

Pb with the constant of proportionality given by R/tc. Since for thn-
walled cylinders R/tc is typically greater than ten it follows that small
errors in the interface pressure predictions can induce large errors in

the circumferential stress calculations.

If the interface pressure is significantly different from the internal
pressure, as is the situation during winding, the relative errors in the

interface pressure predictions are comparable to those of the circumferential
stress calculations. It Is for this reason that it is admissible to use

the thin-walled cylinder approximations to calculate pbw, ie Equation A2.

In view of the previous discussion it is essential therefore that the
pressure-induced interface pressure Pbp is evaluated using the Lame

equations. Omitting details it can be easily shown from a compound

cylinder analysis that the required interface pressure Pbp is obtained
from

2Ri
2  + Vc(Ri 2 -Re 2

Ec(Rb2_Ri') Ec(Tb'Ri2 )

Pbp - P

(A7)

where R l and Rb are the internal and Interface radii respectively of the

metallic case and Ro is the external radius of the fibre-reinforced metallic

rocket motor (ie Ro-Rb+ntf).
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ANNEX B

ERROR ANALYSIS

The Lame equation for the circumferential stress at the outer surface
of an internally and externally pressurised cylinder of inner radius
Rj and outer radius Rb is given by (Ref 14)

[ Rb 
2 Ri

2]
-- e co -P+(P-Pbp) R (11)

b I (B1)

where p and Pb denote the internal and external pressures respectively.
If the Internal pressure is assumed fixed, but pbp is subject to some small
error APbp, it follows from Equation B1 that the corresponding error in
Ge, ie A e, is

S rb Rb 2+Ri 2 ]" Aoe . -APbP t= 1(2

The above error can now be assessed relative to the actual stress by
dividing Equation B2 by RI to give

r Introducing the following thin-walled cylinder approximation

Rb 2 +Ri 2  
R

RV Ri' c
(34)

reduces Equation 13 to the simple form

Ac_e APbp

e Pbp R

(35)

From the above equation the effect of errors in p on ae can be easily
assessed. If the difference between pbp and p isblarge then the relative
error in G is comparable to the relative error in Pbp" On the other

EL
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hand if Pbr equals p then the relative error in oe becomes proportional
to the relative error in Pb with the constant of proportionality given
by R/tc. Since for thin-valled cylinders R/tc will always be significantly
greater than unity the relative error In aq for a small error in Pbp can
become large.

32
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